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Stable processes
in econometric time series:
Are prices made out of noise?
Andrew Allison and Derek Abbott
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
University of Adelaide
Australia, SA, 5005.
Abstract. If the rules that regulate a market allow speculation then prices in that
market become volatile. It is possible to model the fluctuations in these prices as
random variables. The empirical distributions of these random variables are unusual;
they are distinctly non-Gaussian. They belong to a class of distributions called Levy
stable distributions and have paradoxical properties. The processes that generate these
unusual distributions must also have special properties. One possible hypothesis is that
markets are self organised critical systems. The discussion provides a brief history of
these ideas and identifies some of the unsolved problems in the application of the theory
of the Levy process to economics.
INTRODUCTION
The dominant model for price determination in economic theory relies on the con-
cept of equilibrium between supply and demand. This theory of general equilibrium
was first stated, in mathematical form by Leon Walras in 1896 [1]. His economic
theory was strongly influenced by contemporary theories in physics and engineer-
ing, such as statics. It resembles classical thermodynamics in that it attempts to
define the equilibrium states of a system rather than describe the evolution of a
system with time.
The basic structure of the general equilibrium theory has been continually refined
and embellished, culminating in the work of John Hicks [2], Kenneth Arrow [3], and
Gerard Debreu [3,4]. If we consider the theory as an example of pure mathematics
then it is certainly rigorous. Unfortunately, the practical application has been
limited. The classical theory predicts that prices should move to the equilibrium
value and remain there with only very small variations. Any deviation from the
equilibrium value should be punished by the "invisible hand" of the market. The
equilibrium price should only change in response to fundamental structural changes
in the underlying economy. Unfortunately, the typical empirical observation is that
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prices fluctuate much more than the fundamental economy does. Many prices seem
to wander about and do not show any tendency to stabilise at any particular fixed
value.
It is clear that a new synthesis is required. The new theory must reduce asymp-
totically to the classical theory for the special restricted cases where the classical
theory does appear to work. It must also account for the volatile fluctuations that
are actually observed in most of the historical data.
THE CHOICE OF PARADIGM
The first step towards the creation of a new model is often the collection and
analysis of data. Unfortunately, this never completely value free [5]. Possibly
the most neutral way to present the data is as a simple graph, like Figure 1. In
FIGURE 1. The price of Australian Dollar Futures contracts.
this example, the financial instruments being traded are Australian Dollar futures
contracts. The prices are the daily closing prices and are quoted US dollars. The
source of data was the Tick Data Inc. data base. The values of the prices have
been adjusted to avoid the 'jumps' which occur at contract boundaries [6]. The
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dates are based on the Gregorian calendar. We can denote the price, as a function
of time, using the symbol: X(t). (A full discussion of the rules governing futures
contracts is beyond our present scope but may be found in the literature [7].)
The vast majority of futures contracts are closed out prior to delivery 1 [7].
This indicates that the primary motive for most participants, is speculation. The
problem with the simple graph is that it does not represent prices as they are
considered by speculators, who are interested in short term relative changes in the
price.
A most expedient, and yet exact, way to display relative changes is to use
continuously compounded returns or 'log returns' [8]. We can define the re-
turn over a period, starting at time t and of duration d, as follows: r(t, d) =
lu(X(t + d)) — ln.(X(t)). The natural unit of a continuously compounded return
is a Neper. In finance, a return is always quoted with respect to a time interval.
The symbol, d, serves this purpose. In the special case as d —>• 0, continuously
compounded returns can be compared with simple percentage rates provided that
they are multiplied by 100%.
Continuously compounded returns have a useful additive property. If we consider
the time interval [t, t + d\ + d2] to be composed of two smaller intervals, [£, t + di]
and [t -f di, £ + di + d2] then we can write r(t, (di -f- d2)) = r((t + dx), d2) + r(t, di).
This can readily be extended to N equally spaced time intervals:
(AT-l)
.r(t,Nd)= £ r((* + f c d ) , d ) . (1)
k=0
There are other reasons for using continuously compounded returns. Mandelbrot
[9,10] has noted that, for a wide range of different financial instruments, volatility
appears to be proportional to price.
In financial markets, it is rather unusual for trading to occur on every day of the
week. This introduces an additional problem because the weekend break is longer
than the overnight break between other days of the week. The usual solution to this
problem is only to consider trading days and to regard all 'breaks' as equivalent. In
practice, the difference does not appear to be very important, although this could
be an area for further investigation.
Figure 2 displays the same information as Figure 1 but uses continuously com-
pounded returns and elapsed trading days. A casual study of Figure 2 suggests
that r(t, 1) is like a random variable. At first glance, it would appear to be white
noise. A closer study seems to reveal some structure. The volatility does not seem
to be uniform in time 2. Large price fluctuations seem to be clustered together 3.
The most popular theories about the nature of price variation are as follows:
x) On 5th May 1993, the Guardian newspaper noted that the total volume of exchange in foreign
currency markets was 20 times greater than the trade that it was supposed to finance.
2) In econometrics this phenomenon is called 'heteroskedasticity' [11].
3) The autocorrelation function of the square of the price variation provides more formal evidence
for the existence of heteroskedasticity [8,12,13].
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Fluctuation in price, ADN
FIGURE 2. Continuously compounded daily rates of change
1. The process is non-stationary and is governed by a number of hidden variables.
There may be some noise obscuring the underlying process. The presence of
deterministic chaos may limit our ability to predict far into the future but some
short term prediction is possible. This is the paradigm of technical trading.
The technical trader tries to recognize a pattern that will repeat and act on
that information before the pattern has completed [6].
2. Each variation, r(t, 1), can be modelled as a random variable which is indepen-
dent of t and of any previous values. The distribution of r(t, 1) is Gaussian.
The process is considered to be stationary, or at least quasi-stationary. No
better prediction is possible. In the short term, all variations are Indepen-
dently and Identically Distributed, IID. In the longer term the parameters
may vary. Long term variations are assumed to be Independent but Not Iden-
tically Distributed, INID. This paradigm was first proposed by Bachelier [14].
It is regularly used in the financial industry to estimate the correct trade off
between risk and expected return and forms the basis of the Capital Asset
Pricing Model, CAPM [8]. A Gaussian model is also used in the derivation of
the celebrated Black-Scholes equation, which is used to estimate the arbitrage
price for derivatives [15].
3. Each variation, r(t, 1), can be modelled as a random variable which is indepen-
dent oft and of any previous values. The distribution of r(t, 1) is non-Gaussian.
The names 'Levy stable' or 'a-stable' are used to describe these distributions.
They are described as 'stable' because they are invariant under convolution
and because they are the stable limits of other distributions, under convolu-
tion, within a domain of attraction [16]. The Gaussian distribution is a special
limiting case of the Levy stable distributions. In one sense, this paradigm is a
generalisation of Paradigm 2. It was first proposed by B. B. Mandelbrot [9].
In some ways the most attractive point of view is Paradigm 1. For many people,
the idea of predicting prices seems easier than working for a living. It would seem
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to be theoretically possible to model the mental states of every participant in the
market using some sort of formalism, such as the theory of games. If enough data
could be collected and the simulation could be executed faster than real time then
prediction would be possible. One major problem is the complexity of the solution.
As the number of independent variables increases then the combinatorial complexity
increases so rapidly that it becomes completely intractable. This difficulty was
anticipated by John Von Neumann who always hoped for a statistical simplification.
No general statistical simplification has yet been found for games with very many
players.
Another problem with Paradigm 1 is that price variations, such as Figure 2, do
not exhibit any significant autocorrelation [12,8]. This means that any attempt at
linear filtering is doomed to fail. Moving averages and Weiner filtering will not
work, and since the Fourier transform is also a linear operation no advantage can
be gained by working in the frequency domain. The square of the price variations
do exhibit significant autocorrelation [12,8]. This may place limits on the use of
a completely random model, although the result may be an artifact of poor or
non-existent convergence 4 .
The discovery of deterministic chaos by Edward Lorenz has other implications for
markets. It presents a practical problem that, even if simplification were possible
and even if we could collect enough data to satisfy the initial conditions of our
model, the accuracy of our predictions could quickly degrade due to the instability
of the system. Even if prediction is possible, we can probably only predict a short
time ahead and only with limited accuracy.
It is possible that some of the apparent 'noise' in price fluctuations is due to
deterministic chaos and is not truly random. Attempts have been made to use
the ideas of chaos and non-linear dynamics to predict price variations [19-21].
Prices do seem to have stable correlation dimensions. They are fractals. It is
possible to calculate Lyapunov exponents for stock indices, which indicates that
information takes a finite time to dissipate. Information is not immediately lost
so price variations are not pure martingales. Unfortunately, the departure from
randomness appears to be so small that it has not been possible to construct a
successful trading scheme [21].
The final problem with Paradigm 1 is the Efficient Market Hypothesis, EMH,
which states that the market already 'knows' everything that can be known about
the future values of assets [22].
From a philosophical point of view price variations may not be truly random
but they are effectively random in practice. They could be compared with pseudo-
random numbers generated by a well designed computer program.
Paradigms 2 and 3 are essentially martingale models. The conditional prob-
abilities are considered to be independent of past events. This implies that the
long-horizon return, r(t, Nd), will simply be a sum of TV independent random vari-
It is possible that the covariance is not even defined [18].
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ables 5. The theory of additive processes can be invoked and it is possible that
certain probability limit theorems will apply as TV —> oc. We can think of long-
horizon returns as sums of random variables, represented by the short horizon
returns. In other words, we are simply summing or integrating noise and the result
is a random walk. More formally, this is called a Weiner process [23] in the case of
a Gaussian distribution, or a Levy flight in the case of a Levy stable distribution.
The choice between these paradigms presumably depends on performance 6 and
cost 7. The final choice would depend on the particular application. There some
theoretical reasons for preferring a Gaussian model, which are apparently contra-
dicted by the Levy stable model. In order to make an informed choice, we must
consider the theoretical arguments in favour of the Gaussian distribution.
THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
There are many situations where a variable is a sum of a very large number of
independent random factors. Each individual factor only has a very small effect on
the process. We might consider the distribution of a sum,
S = £*fc. (2)
k=l
The problem is to determine the distribution of S where very little is known about
the distributions of X^. The Central Limit Theorem states that, under a wide
range of conditions, the distribution of S can be found and will be Gaussian [24].
One important premise assumed in the proof is that moments of order 2, and
infinitesimally greater than 2, must converge 8. Paul Levy [26] realised that,
even when these moments do not converge, the sum, 5, may still converge to
a stable limiting distribution. Some authors, notably W. Feller [16], developed
the theory further using the concept of infinitely divisible distributions. In 1963
B. B. Mandelbrot published evidence that Levy stable distributions occurred in
econometric time series [9,10].
LEVY STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS
All good scientific theories must have some aspect that can be tested. An im-
portant prediction of the theory of stable distributions is that the spread of the
distribution should scale according to a power law. We can not use the standard
5> See Equation (1).
6) Performance is the ability of the model to accurately represent the phenomena.
7) Cost is the mathematical and computational difficulty associated with using the model.
8) Another assumption often made in practice is that convergence has completely occurred. Even
if the moments eventually converge, they may do so very slowly [25].
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deviation to measure spread since that does not converge for the Levy stable distri-
butions. Instead we use the symbol a(d) to denote one of the inter-hexile, 1/6 to 5/6
or 2/6 to 4/6, spreads 9 for the distribution of r(t,d). The theory predicts that
<j(d)a — <j(l)ad, where a is the stable index of the distribution [10]. The values of
spread were estimated for various values of d and the results were plotted on log-log
axes and are shown in Figure 3. The index 10 of the distribution was estimated to
(a) Scaling of inter-hexile spread, ADN
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FIGURE 3. Scaling behaviour of Australian Dollar futures contracts, ADN.
be, a — 1.90. Both inter-hexile spreads scale in the same way with time and differ
significantly from the Gaussian value of 2.0. Given that a < 2.0, we could predict
that the formula for the variance would diverge. It is effectively infinite! This serves
to remind us that there are a number of technical problems associated with work
on the Levy stable distributions. These include: (1) There is no general closed
form expression for the probability density functions although there are series ex-
pansions and many special cases are known [16]. (2) Many of the moments diverge.
The variance certainly diverges [16,10]. Measures that depend on the calculation
of moments, such as kurtosis, may be unreliable. Analysis of variance becomes
meaningless. (3) Even the mean can diverge, for a < 1.0. Consider the case of the
Cauchy distribution: P(x) — ^n+a^) \\®\- (4) Expected values can be misleading
even when they do converge This can lead to a number of paradoxes [10,27]. (5)
Averaging can be useless! Consider the Cauchy distribution. The distribution of
the average is the same as the original distribution [27]. This has implications for
the 'moving average' methods used in technical trading. The standard formulae for
9) The actual choice of percentiles should not matter. The scaling index should always be the
same.
10) The value of a(1) was estimated to be 0.0032 Neper over one day for hexiles 4 & 2 and 0.0079
Neper over one day for hexiles 1 & 5.
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covariance and correlation may not converge [18]. (6) The principle of least squares
is no longer relevant [10]. (7) No completely general method exists for estimation
of all of the parameters [32].
These technical difficulties make the Levy stable model less attractive and there
is a tendency in the financial community to use other fat tailed distributions [8].
It has been proven that if we begin the limiting process with distributions, X^,
that are asmyptotically similar to a power law (Paretian) then it is possible to
get a Levy stable distribution in the limiting case. The necessary and sufficient
conditions have been described by Mandelbrot [9,10], Fama [31], and Feller [16].
This is an important result because it provides a credible mechanism. The additive
process described in Equation (1) gives rise to a limiting process that results in a
Levy stable distribution, as long as we begin with a distribution that is Paretian.
The next important step in understanding must be a theory that explains the
origin of the Paretian distributions. There is considerable evidence that power
laws are common in nature [30,27]. There are different mechanisms involved and
it would not be prudent to claim that all phenomena with the same statistics must
have similar mechanisms.
Power laws are certainly evident in the asymptotic behaviour of the Australian
Dollar data. The probability density function can be inferred from the empirical
equation for the asymptotic behaviour of the cumulative histogram. The asymp-
totic expression for the probability density function is P(r) = P0 r\~a. Where
P0 — 1.66 x 10~7 and a = 2.93. This numerical value of a is consistent with other
values quoted in the literature. Gopikrishnan and Amaral [28,29] have studied the
asymptotic behaviour of the distribution of price variations in great detail, using
very large data bases. The fact that a is greater than 2 means that the distribu-
tion must eventually converge to a Gaussian if we could consider a sufficiently large
time horizon. We may speculate that it only appears to be Levy stable in the short
term. We may also assume that the higher moments may be large and difficult to
estimate but they are finite.
One of the more common mechanisms for generating power laws in physics, is
the behaviour of systems when they are in a critical state. This occurs when matter
is under the right conditions, of pressure and temperature, for a phase change to
occur. There can be a very large change to the way in which the system is arranged
in response to a very small change in energy. The most important model of phase
transition is the Ising model [34,35]. The system is considered to be composed of
many independent parts which only interact locally. The cumulative effect can give
rise to very large scale events. This phenomenon is called 'long range dependence'.
One important consequence of his theory is that the gross behaviour of the system
does not depend on the microscopic details of the local interactions. This is called
the principle of 'universality'. Computer simulations using the Ising model, and
experiments reveal that changes have an energy spectrum which is Paretian [36].
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SELF ORGANISED CRITICALITY
Most materials, like water, will only remain in a critical state if they are kept
under special conditions so it would be difficult to see how the behaviour of critical
systems could be a very common or important mechanism unless there was some
means of maintaining or organising the critical state.
In 1987 Per Bak, and colleagues, [37] claimed that under certain conditions, a
system can maintain itself in the critical state. These conditions have not been
stated with the same precision as those of the Central Limit Theorem, but they
include: (1) The system must be composed of a large number of elements that
interact locally with each other. (2) The elements must have states. For example,
a water molecule is either bound to an adjacent molecule, (in the solid state) or
not bound (in a fluid state). (3)The elements can easily change state in response to
nearby events. (4) There must be a constant flow of energy, from outside, through
the system. (5) The flow of energy prevents the system from moving into the
equilibrium condition of classical thermodynamics. (6) The system always has a
distribution of states which is nearly stable or 'meta-stable'. (7) The system evolves
as the distribution of states is rearranged, and it moves from one meta-stable state
to the next.
Any rearrangement of the distributions of the states is perceived as an event,
or a fluctuation, of a certain size or 'energy'. The histogram of these 'energies'
reveals a power law. Computer simulations have been performed on several differ-
ent systems of this type [39,36,40]. Some authors have claimed that many natural
phenomena, as varied as earthquakes and the evolution of life, can be modelled
using Self Organised Criticality, SOC. Simulations indicate that self organised sys-
tems naturally evolve into a critical state and then remain there, even if they are
perturbed. These systems also have an interesting emergent property that they
create fractal geometries. Other authors remain skeptical, claiming that the arti-
ficial systems that exhibit SOC do not obey physically realistic conservation laws
and that the organisation in these systems is really concealed in the very special
rules that have been chosen. Some authors have already applied the concept of
SOC to economics [38].
CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS
From what has been stated, and from a study of the literature, it should be clear
that there is no widely accepted paradigm, or world view, that unifies the study of
econometric time series and price variation. There are several competing paradigms
which are very hard to compare objectively because each paradigm selects different
problems as being significant [5]. The ultimate judgement must be made by the
community of scientists who work in the area.
It is probably best to classify the unsolved problems in terms of the paradigms
in which they have meaning.
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1. Deterministic models that attempt to predict the future value of prices have,
so far, proven to be computationally intractable. In spite of these difficulties, it
seems hard to give up the quest for quick profit and there are some interesting
theoretical questions to be examined. Why does volatility n seem to vary?
Why do prices have stable fractal 12 correlation dimensions? Must we give up
all hope of ever being able to predict the future of economic processes? The
final, almost existential, question is: are prices really made out of noise? It
seems absurd that anything so central to all our hopes and fears, as "value,"
should be so impermanent. Perhaps it is best to remain agnostic on this issue.
2. It is possible to build a model for the variations in prices using random vari-
ables. Gaussian models are easy to apply but not particularly accurate. There
are still many arguments in their favour. Several authors have argued that very
long horizon returns do converge slowly to a Gaussian distribution. The issue
could be one of rate of convergence. The Gaussian paradigm has difficulty
accounting for the way in which the distributions scale. There is also the
issue of the apparent autocorrelation in the square of price variations. The
main hope in this area rests on the Autoregressive Conditionally Heteroskedas-
ticity, ARCH, and Generalised Autoregressive Conditionally Heteroskedastic,
GARCH, models. These models rely on Gaussian random variables whose
parameters are themselves regressions, or linear estimates, based on previous
variations. The parameters vary within a similar time scale to the data that
they model! Mandelbrot has criticised this principle quite severely on the-
oretical grounds [10]. Mantegna and Stanley have found that the empirical
performance of GARCH is inferior to a Levy stable model with exponentially
tapered asymptotes [33].
3. Models based on Levy stable distributions are empirically more accurate than
the Gaussian models and there are possible mechanisms to explain how they
could occur. The idea of Self Organised Criticality, SOC, should be investi-
gated further.
Unfortunately the Levy models are difficult to apply and interpret although
this is a technical rather than philosophical problem. There are a number of
other interesting technical questions about this paradigm. What do the pa-
rameters of the distributions , such as the index, a, tell us about the structure
of a market? Is there advantage to be gained from the fact that the Black-
Scholes equation and the CAPM are based on theories that are not accurate?
Although the Levy model is empirically accurate, it is not perfect and it must
compete with other non-Gaussian theories for our attention. Mittnik and
Rachev [18] have proposed the Weibull distribution. They have asserted that
it is more accurate than the pure Levy model. The Weibull distribution is
one of a family of extreme value distributions. We might postulate some
n) Many technical traders believe that volatility holds the key to profitable investment.
12) Some traders believe that there is deterministic chaos operating in markets.
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sort of "auction" process. There is no a priori argument against alternative
non-Gaussian distributions such as the Weibull. The final decision must be
empirical 13.
It is hoped that this paper will, in a small way, encourage a new community of
scientists to' work towards a unifying paradigm which will explain the important
features of price variation.
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